CURRICULUM VITAE/CV/COURSE OF LIFE
PART IX
DRAMA
“A composition presenting a story in dialogue to be performed by actors; a play; a series
of vivid, exciting or suspenseful events; the quality of being vivid or striking.”
Humanity, itself, as a collective whole will make a trans formative shift when it awakens
from its dream state and realizes that life is but a scripted real time movie in full 3D, in
living technicolor. God’s idea for a messiah, a savior, was to write a very dramatic
script for its main actor to play the role for what the scenes called for to demonstrate
the true nature of reality. Bruce, the reincarnation of Jesus is no longer required to play
the role of “savior.” This time around everyone must dig deep and save themselves.
Life in the material world is pure illusion. It looks and feels real and in that sense, it is.
But it really isn’t. It only becomes real upon trans-formative trancendance. “Row, row,
row your boat gently down the stream merily, merily, merily, merily life is but a dream.”
The illusion disappears when we do the will of God. I have said this before. We do NOT
have free will. We have been given the power of choice. We only earn free will when we
do the will of God. Until we do it’s all illusion and duality. Serving God is the ultimate
emancipation. Until then we are all just slaves to our egos and lower self.
Once humanity recognizes the drama it is caught up in it can make the shift, and
transition from duality to unity and oneness. Then the illusion, the smoke and mirrors
will vanish. Christians call this waking up being “born again in Christ.” Now,
Christianity needs to up its game and become present here now and stop waiting for the
“rapture.” It’s here and nowhere else.
As You Like It- William Shakespeare.“All the world’s a stage and all the men and
women merely players. They have their exits and their entrances and one man in his
time plays many parts...”
The “exits and the entrances” can be likened to the words of Jesus. “I go away. I come
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again. Again I go away and I will come again.” John 14:28.
Passover Plot- “We may consider that Jesus had a strong sense of the dramatic. In his
own person he dramatized his people’s history and saw himself acting out the
prophecies, acquiring the form of a drama. His visualization of the role of the messiah
was highly theatrical and he played out the part like an actor...and what every act
called for.”
The Transformation of Man-Lewis Mumsford. “By becoming human, man exchanges
the stable, natural self native to each biological species, for a countless multitude of
possible selves, molded for the working out of a special drama and plot, he himself
helps to create.”
Passover Plot- “Jesus’ life was a well evolved drama to accomplish the great mission
of his life.”
The Aquarian Gospel of Jesus the Christ of the Piscean Age- “You know all my life was
one great drama for the sons of men, a pattern for the sons of men...”
Dr. Schoenfield labeled the psychological energy that made up the personality and
character of Jesus as “dramatic consciousness.”
The reason God fed the heads of the prophets was for Jesus to act the prophecies out to
demonstrate to the world the true nature of reality. As said before, life is just a movie.
We are all playing out our roles in the script. The mazzaroth/zodiac/horoscope/chart,
(Job 38:31-33) is the energetic record of our past lives in script form.
Cutting Through Spiritual Materialism. “We must accept the melodramas we get
involved in as we live out our current crop of addictions...you are unconsciously playing
out the drama of your life... as actors in the daily drama of life. You are not the actor.
The real you is your conscious awareness and your conscious awareness is just digging
the whole show from the audience...you watch the entire drama of your life, the
addictive dramas that you have to play out on the stage of your life...it feels so good to
be able to just open up and let people see all of you. You’ll be amazed at how quickly
they can cut through their drama and accept you.
You have been involved in complex role playing; you can cut through these ensnaring
dramas; try to see that it’s all drama; watch the drama of your life; clarify your
minute to minute drama; watch your drama by seeing your dramas as you witness it;
when you see how it all is...when you see everything that happens..in your life as a
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moment-to-moment acting out of the great drama; to see your drama clearly is to be
liberated from it so you do not have to compulsively act out the subject-object scripts.
When you are enough through higher consciousness, everything can be enjoyed as part
of the great drama of your life.”
Finite and Infinite Games. “Infinite play is always dramatic and that the death of an
infinite player is dramatic.”
The crucifixion proves this point exactly. Jesus was an “infinite player.” Jesus
volunteered to “come again” to show how the dramatic script continues lifetime to
lifetime by demonstrating that neither time nor space can change the pattern of our basic
character and personality.
Reference unknown. “We choose to live out the patterns that will most effectively
manifest these situations in our lives...we reincarnate with the same people when we
understand reasons, patterns, and causes. The grace of understanding allows us to
transcend the traditional idea of karma, so that we do not have to reenact the same old
dramas.”
Reference unknown. “It was Jesus’ way to be as dramatic as possible.”

JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE
Passover Plot page 68. “A strong sense of the dramatic.”
Passover Plot page 68. “He dramatized the people’s dreams.”
Passover Plot page 68. “He saw himself acting out the prophecies.”
Passover Plot page 68. “...a form of drama.”
PP page 68. “His life was a well evolved drama.”
PP page 68. “His visualization of the role of...”
PP page 68. “...messiah was highly theatrical.”
PP page 68. “He played out the part.”
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PP page 68. “like an actor..with an appreciation of what every act called for.”
PP page 68 “Staging his entry into Jerusalem.”
PP page 68. “His dramatic consciousness.”
PP page 101. “The messianic drama must...”
PP page 103. “be acted out.”
PP page 111. “The stage set for the drama.”
PP page 114. “To be enacted at the Passover.”
PP page 138. “secret arrangements of a dramatic kind.”
Finite and Infinite Games pages 25,26. “Infinite play is dramatic.”

BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT
Sun sextile the midheaven trine the nadir- “Dramatic in domestic life”
Sun sextile the ascendant trine the descendant- “Dramatic in his personal
relationships.”
Sun sextile Uranus- “His sense of the dramatic.”
Mars sextile the ascendant- “Zest for living dramatic.”
Sun trine Mars- “Acting.”

RESPONSIBILITY
“The state or fact of being responsible; accountable, as for something within one’s
power; involving duties or obligations; having the capacity to make moral decisions.”
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Jesus was responsible for fulfilling the prophecies and demonstrating a new reality. It
was his responsibility to deliver the message of faith, hope, peace, love, joy, happiness,
and forgiveness.

JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE
Ezra 10:4. “Arise! For this matter is your responsibility, but we will be with you; be
courageous and act.”
Galations 6:5. “For each one will bear his own load.”
2 Corinthians 12:14. “...for children are not responsible to save up for their parents,
but parents for their children.”
1 Timothy 5:22. “Do not lay hands upon anyone too hastily and thereby share
responsibility for the sins of others; keep yourself free from sin.”

BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT
Pluto in the 3rd House- “Responsible for secret or exclusive information pertaining to
matters of great importance.”
Sun opposition Neptune- “Fulfilling some important social responsibility.”

INTEGRITY
“Uncompromising adherence to moral and ethical principles.” Donald Trump has no
integrity and no “moral or ethical principles.”
Integrity is the foundation of all the spiritual practices. A person’s character can be
measured by their level of integrity. It is easy to measure Donald Trump’s character by
the level of his integrity.
The Lost Symbol by Dan Brown page 437 (2009). “Only through the realization that his
days on earth were finite could he grasp the importance of living those days with honor,
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integrity, and service to his fellow man.”

JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE
Matthew 22:16. “Teacher” they said. “We know you are a man of integrity.”

BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT
Sun in the 11th House- “Integrity and ideals.” The Everything Astrology Book page 160

AMBITION
“An earnest desire for achievement, distinction, wealth, or power; the object of
ambition.”
Jesus’ ambition was to fulfill the prophecies and demonstrate the true nature of reality
by living out the script that was scripted for him. His goal was to transform souls and to
make people’s lives better by giving them spiritual bread for nourishment.”
The Cosmic Code- page 303. “A one to one ratio of ambitions to ability.”

JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE
The Third Jesus by Deepak Chopra page 2. “Jesus’ vision is breathtaking in its
ambition.”

BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT
Sun in the 11th House- “Ambitions.”
Saturn in the 3rd House- “Ambition.”
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Sun trine Saturn- “High degree of discipline fulfilling ambition through hard work.”
Sun trine Mars- “Attributes of ambition.”
Mars conjunct Saturn- “Ambition for power.” Spiritual power.

ABILITY
“Power or capacity to do or act; a talent, skill, or aptitude.”
Both Jesus and Bruce share the exact same abilities in all categories.

JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE
Passover Plot page 137. “His ability to assess their reactions.”
Jesus CEO page 66. “Jesus’ creative ability.”
Passover Plot page 78. “Ability of mind.”
Passover Plot page 61. “It was essential for Jesus to acquire...more ability to
comprehend the will of God.”

BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT
Saturn sextile Neptune- “Ability to concentrate.”
Sun trine Mars- “Leadership ability.”
Sun trine Saturn- “Executive ability.”
Sun trine Saturn- “Organizing ability.”
Jupiter in the 7th House- “Ability in negotiating and mediating.”
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Mercury in the 10th House- “Ability to communicate with people in positions of power
and leadership.”
Sun trine Saturn- “Diplomatic ability.”
Sun trine Pluto- “Healing abilities.”
Sun trine Pluto- “Intuitive ability.”
Aspect unknown- “Creative abilities.” “Jesus’ creative ability.”
Mercury in the 10th House- “Judgment and ability to comprehend...will greatly affect
the outcome of undertakings.” “It was essential for Jesus to acquire more ability to
comprehend the will of God.”
Mercury in the 10th House- “Ability to communicate with the public.”
Moon sextile Mercury- “Ability to convey ideas simply and directly and to
communicate easily with others.”
Sun trine Pluto- “Deductive abilities.”
North Node in the 12th House- “Ability to turn adverse conditions to your favor.”
Sun trine Saturn- “Can climb to important positions as long as you know your abilities
are needed.”
“A one-to-one ratio of ambitions to ability.”

FATE
“Something that unavoidably befalls a person; fortune; the ultimate agency by which the
order of things is presumably prescribed; destiny; the ultimate outcome.”
Unlike most people, Jesus knew his fate from a fairly early age. The prophecies were the
“ultimate agency by which the order of things Jesus presumably prescribed.” To suffer
at the end was destined. Was death the “ultimate outcome” or was surviving the
crucifixion the “ultimate outcome?”
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I Ching 5th Hexagram Hsu Waiting. “Only a strong man can stand up to his fate, for his
inner security enables him to endure to the end...for only the man who goes to meet his
fate resolutely is equipped to deal with it adequately...fate comes when it will.”

JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE
Passover Plot page 66. “His fate.”
Passover Plot page 90. “..comply with the conditions of his fate.”
Passover Plot page 162. “Did not sit and wait for fate.”

HEART
“The center of the personality especially with reference to emotions; capacity for
sympathy; affection; spirit or courage.”
I Samuel 16:7. “The Lord does not look at the things man looks at. Man looks at the
outward appearance, but the Lord looks at the heart.”
The Lost Jesus Scroll by Elizabeth MacDonald Burrows page 90 (2007). “It was
possible for Jesus to see deeply into the heart of every soul; for nothing was hidden
from him.”

JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE
Passover Plot page 155. “Applied his mind and heart.”
Passover Plot page 67. “Found in his heart a great love for his people.”
Jesus CEO page 28. “Jesus does this with a thankful heart.”

METAPHYSICS
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Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Encyclopedia page 1057. “Metaphysics is the branch of
Philosophy whose object is to determine the real nature of things, to determine the
meaning, structure, and principles of whatever is insofar as it is...the science of reality
as opposed to appearance, the theory of first principles. The term means literally, ‘what
comes after physics.’”
Metaphysics implies that which is spiritual, esoteric, mystical, “occult” or hidden.
Metaphysics takes material physical applications and applies them in a spiritual context
and framework.
Ibid page 337 “Meta means beyond”. i.e. “beyond physics.”

JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE
Sun in Pisces/Scorpio decante- “Passionate involvement in metaphysics.” Jesus was
born on the 1st of the month and came first.

BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT
Sun in Pisces/Scorpio decante- “Passionate involvement in metaphysics.” Bruce was
born on the 2nd of the month and came 2nd.
Both Jesus and Bruce are mystics who have been “passionate about metaphysics” for the
past 2000 years. Nothing has changed.
Herein ends Part IX on this 27th day of May 2020. Over 100,000 deaths due to Covid-19 in the United States. Trump makes
no mention of the virus or emits any sympathy or empathy to those that have died. A perfect example of an anti-Christ
resides in the White House.
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